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The game motion is used to play games.You can be in the 
game and play.The game motion looks like an “Exo 
skeleton”.When you play a game you wear the game 
motion suit and it has a connection to the brain.
When you play a game you must switch it on to work and 
play the game.The games you can play are Call of Duty,
Street Fighter,Taken,WWE and Pangya.The game motion is 
good because it helps to play game truthfully and you will 
very much enjoy it.

The game motion suit Exo skeleton suit

Let’s play a game



TEMPERATURE
           CUP

25 C
18 C

Now most people like to drink 

hotter than they want. Then I think 
I’ll make a temperature cup. That 
can check a temperature of your 
drink. So you can set a temperature 
that you want. It can measure drink 
temperature by mercury next to 
cup. If it get on your temperature’s 
set. It will have sound to alarm. If 
you want it cold faster you can put 
it in fridge. Or if you want it hotter 
you can put it in microwave. 
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“If you don’t get it  
You will hurt”

25 C18 C

25 C
18 C



USES Specially made 
for your :
- private banking
- private bor
- password security
- di�erent level of 
gaming experience

Slogan:Only you 
can see!

SECRET GL
ASSES

Description of product:
-polarized lens
-prevents from others 
seeing paswords you 
type on screen keyboard
-works on LCD monitors
-for Windows or Mac
-can come to different colors
-for business people,gamers
 and anyone who believes in privacy

Ever worried about opening your email or 
any online account in public?

Ever been scolded by your parents for 
playing games all day?

Introducing “ Secret glasses ”

These cutting edge polarized glasses are 
made for your private bonking, browsing 
and makes sure your passwords are only 
seen by you. Also designed for gamers 
who still live with their mums and dads. 
Never get scolded or be bothered ever 
again for playing you favorite games all 
day and night. 



MAGNET
TRANSPORTATION

CAN’T CASH

MAGNET
 ROAD

This TECHNOLOGY is 
“MAGNET TRANSPORTATION” 
every transporttation in Thailand
 make from magnet.

It’s made from 
magnetic poles. 
You can change 
every magnetic 
     poles to
 conveniently.

When you fail to drive you can close all system 
magnet system and the police will come on and 
repair your car and your car can drive again.

Your car doesn’t touch the floor.
You can’t cash any car because you 
have magnetic pole to stop your car.
When you want to lead in front of car 
you will drive on that car.



IMPOSSIBLE 
- Beagle accessories for -

the secret service 

“For your safety, 
please use our technology 

to save your target, 
your life and the world!”

1The God’s eye 

2

Fiction suit

3

Landmark 
shoesCost : $2,000 

“Share 
your 

direction 
with your 

partner.”

Cost : $7,500
“Sharing your 

sight with 
another.”

Cost : $15,000

“Make 
your 
action like 
in �ction.”

Cost : 
$5,250

“Making 
your 

climbing 
likes the 

spider-
man.”

Spider gloves

4

Spider gloves

Fiction suit
 Is it possible to 
make a real object in-
visible? Now it's a 
real possibility and 
not just a fake 
projection!   
 It seems to be a 
plain suit. But it 
looks like an army 
vest and it’s   covered 

The God’s eye The God’s eye 

Landmark shoes Landmark shoes Spider gloves

Fiction suit
with metamaterial to 
make you invisible. 
 The objects 
appear to our eyes 
caused by light hits 
an object and is 
reflected into our 
eyes. At the same 
time, the object is 
blocking the light 

coming from behind 
them. If the light 
doesn’t impinge on 
the object and the 
light from behind the 
curve. Fissile mate-
rial to the eye then we 
aren’t aware of the ex-
istence of the object. 
That makes no one 
able to see you. 

 Do you know the movie named ‘Mission 
Impossible’? In the fourth section Ethan climbs 
the high building using special gloves.  That’s 
my inspiration for the product ‘Spider gloves.’ 
They can make people can climb anything 
and everything.       
 So you just switch it on and start your 
adventure climbing!!! 

 The most important problem of the secret 
service is when they can’t find their lost spire. 
So these shoes know the location of you and 

they’ll know the route that you 
use. They’ll help you if you’re in a 
dangerous situation.  

 Like its name 
God’s Eye, you can 
see everything that 
you want to know 
from your secret ser-
vice software like the 
target group, the 

feelings of anyone who 
you talk to or maybe 
the clue of the 
mysterious situation. 















Change 2D to 3D

 If you play a video in your ipad ,it can play the video 3D.

It’s made very easily. You can use  it all the time every day if you want.
 For example.  
if you want to watch a movie in 3D but you  don’t want to go to the cine ma, you
 can use “change 2D to 3D” to watch  a movie in 3D in your home.

It ‘s made from a CD case and hot glue.
How to make?
First cut the CD case into four pieces and stick it together with hot glue.

“Change 2D  to 3D” is easy to do and you don’t have to make the produet.

Ipad

Change 2D to3D

By : Sirapatsorn  Tiamprasitt(Prim)No.19 M.3/1

However  this technology must get updates for further improve ments.



H.S.Phone

Slogan.
It black and small.It very fast to calculate.It have a hologram 
to shine to the phond.

This technology is asmall phone but this phone is fantastic.This 
phone and bluetooth are sized the same.This material is car-
bon.this phone has a microphone headphone and hightlight is 
aa hologram.THe hologram is controlled by  your hand.You can 
do everything from your phone such as play games work watch 
programs and do everything else by looking at the hologram.

Hologram

Microphone

Punpun
m3/1



IMPOSsIBLE GLASSES

“Think of glasses Think 
of IMPOSsIBLE GLASSES”

I use this logo because it same 
the new star of glasses

These glasses look like normal glasses but 
they have the software to download 
movies,music or phone number. If you don’t 
have telephone you can get these glasses to 
call onther people

How to use ?
You can listen to music,look at a website in the 
glasses. Watch a movie. And you can know the 
feelings of people in the world you can use it as a 
telephone. When you have �nished. You can 
shutdown the app in the glasses, The glasses will 
then go back to short-sighted or long-sighted same 
as your eyes.

40 Dollars



spring

smart computer
control wheelchair

Smartchair

A chair using brain.You don’t have to use your hand to 
control it.Use your brain to control the computer when 
you think click the mouse will click when you look at the 
computer screen the mouse will move to that point.You 
can write a message when you think mic on  the mic 
will open  and you can talk with your friend it 
automatically switches the mic off when you don’t 
speak for 1minute or you think mic off the mic will switch 
off.You can download a map application,the map will 
move when you watch a point in maps and confirm 
it.The chair will move to that point .You can ride in the 
road,you can auto drive and move upstairs when you 
want to go to the next floor.The wheel shokes and goes 
upstairs.

Fat human

Lazy people

Disabled
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